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If you are a private investor, you should not act or rely on this document but should contact your professional adviser.



Source: Sarasin & Partners, 2022

Why own an investment portfolio?
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The real value of £1m at 2% inflationWhy own an investment portfolio?

• To make your money work hard for you

• To protect against inflation

Volatility vs. risk?

Volatility = the size of an asset’s price swing 
around the mean price

Volatility ↮ Risk

Permanent loss of capital → Risk

Real value being eroded by inflation → Risk
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What has happened since the last time BoE Base rate reached 5.25% (Feb 2008)

Performance of Sterling Fixed Income and Global Equities 
from 1 February 2008 – 1 February 2013

Performance of Sterling Fixed Income and Global Equities 
from 1 February 2008 – 30 August 2023

Source: FE Analytics 1st February 2008 to 1st February 2013. Past performance is not a guide 
to future performance and may not be repeated.

Source: FE Analytics 1st February 2008 to 30 August 2023. Past performance is not a guide to 
future performance and may not be repeated.

When base rates are 5.25%, why invest in a diversified portfolio?
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Getting timing wrong can wildly impact investment returns

Gains on £10,000 invested in MSCI ACWI (net total return) on 31 December 1998

Source: Sarasin & Partners, Bloomberg, 31 December 1992 to 31 December 2022. Past performance is not a guide to future performance and may not be repeated.

Should clients attempt to time markets?
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MSCI ACWI – Volatility with 25 best and 25 worst days

Source: Sarasin & Partners, Bloomberg, December 2022. Past performance is not a guide to future returns and may not be repeated.

…the best and worst days tend to be clustered together
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Gains on £10,000 invested in MSCI ACWI (net total return) on 31 December 1998

Source: Sarasin & Partners, Bloomberg 31 December 1998 to 31 July 2023. Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance.

Should clients attempt to time markets?
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Thematic idea generation for future growth drivers

Sarasin forecasts – indicative growth trends over 10 years

Source: Sarasin & Partners forecasts and multiple industry sources, 2019. For illustrative proposes only. Information containing forecasts are intended for information purpose only 
and are neither projections nor guarantees for future results and could differ significantly for various reasons from actual performances.

At Sarasin we focus on the economic fundamentals
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2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

Electric Vehicles

Cloud - Computing & Storage

Biologic Drugs

Internet Traffic

Smart Grids

Digital Media

Surgical Operations

The Food Economy

Zero Carbon Energy

Global GDP

Combustion-Engines

Cash as a % of payments

Software on-premises

Desktop Computer Hardware



10 years of managing model portfolios

Sarasin Balanced Model Portfolio performance vs. ARC PCI to 21 August 2023

Good long-term performance
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Source: FE Analytics, 13 September 2013 to 21 August 2023. Past performance is not a guide to future performance and may not be repeated. 

ARC Private Client Indices (“PCI”) are based on historical information and past performance is not a guide to future returns and may not be repeated
Asset Risk Consultants Limited (ARC) is an independent investment consultancy specialising in the analysis of private client  investment portfolio performance. Over 90 investment houses supply ARC 
with performance data across their entire private client base. 

Ukraine, inflation, rate rises

COVID-19

Brexit



Performance since inception (Net of fees)

Kuwait 
War

Tequila

crisis
Asian 

financial 
crisis

Dot com Iraq War

Financial crisis

Taper Tantrum

Brexit

COVID-19

Ukraine crisis

Sarasin IE Multi Asset Dynamic P Acc

A long and successful history of multi-asset investing
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Source: FE Analytics. Inception date: 29.12.1989 to 30.06.23

Performance is provided net of fees. Management fees will have a negative impact on investment returns. Past performance is not a guide to future returns and may not be repeated. 
Performance is calculated in GBP on the basis of net asset values (NAV) and net dividends reinvested.  For illustration purposes only and fund is not included in model



Important information

If you are a private investor, you should not act or rely on this document but should contact your professional adviser.

This document has been approved by Sarasin & Partners LLP of Juxon House, 100 St Paul’s Churchyard, London, EC4M 8BU, a limited liability partnership registered 
in England & Wales with registered number OC329859 which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority with firm reference number 475111.

The investments of the Model Portfolios and the Sarasin IE Multi Asset Dynamic Fund are subject to normal market fluctuations. The value of the investments of 
the Model Portfolios and the Sarasin IE Multi Asset Dynamic Fund and the income from them can fall as well as rise and investors may not get back the amount 
originally invested. If investing in foreign currencies, the return in the investor’s reference currency may increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations. 
Past performance is not a reliable guide to future returns and may not be repeated.

There is no minimum investment period, though we would recommend that you view your investment as a medium to long term one (i.e. 5 to 10 years). Frequent 
political and social unrest in Emerging Markets, and the high inflation and interest rates this tends to encourage, may lead to sharp swings in foreign currency 
markets and stock markets. There is also an inherent risk in the smaller size of many Emerging Markets, especially since this means restricted liquidity. Further risks 
to bear in mind are restrictions on foreigners making currency transactions or investments. For efficient portfolio management the Sarasin IE Multi Asset Dynamic 
Fund may invest in derivatives. The value of these investments may fluctuate significantly, but the overall intention of the use of derivative techniques is to reduce 
volatility of returns.

All details in this document are provided for marketing and information purposes only and should not be misinterpreted as investment advice or taxation advice. 
This document is not an offer or recommendation to buy or sell shares in the Model Portfolios or the Sarasin IE Multi Asset Dynamic Fund. You should not act or 
rely on this document but should seek independent advice and verification in relation to its contents.

This document does not explain all the risks involved in investing in the Sarasin IE Multi Asset Dynamic Fund and therefore you should ensure that you read the 
prospectus and the Key Investor Information document which contain further information including the applicable risk warnings. The Prospectus, the Key Investor 
Information document as well as the annual and semi-annual reports are available free of charge from www.sarasinandpartners.com or from Sarasin & Partners 
LLP, Juxon House, 100 St Paul’s Churchyard, London, EC4M 8BU, Telephone +44 (0)20 7038 7000, Telefax +44 (0)20 7038 6850. Telephone calls may be recorded.
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Important information

Continued…

Persons domiciled in the USA or US nationals are not permitted to invest in the Model Portfolios and the Sarasin IE Multi Asset Dynamic Fund. This publication is 
intended for investors in the United Kingdom.

Neither Sarasin & Partners LLP nor any other member of the J. Safra Sarasin Holding Ltd group accepts any liability or responsibility whatsoever for any 
consequential loss of any kind arising out of the use of this document or any part of its contents. The use of this document should not be regarded as a substitute 
for the exercise by the recipient of their own judgement. Sarasin & Partners LLP and/or any person connected with it may act upon or make use of the material 
referred to herein and/or any of the information upon which it is based, prior to publication of this document.

Where the data in this document comes partially from third party sources the accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information contained in this 
publication is not guaranteed, and third party data is provided without any warranties of any kind. Sarasin & Partners LLP shall have no liability in connection with 
third party data.

© 2023 Sarasin & Partners LLP – all rights reserved. This document can only be distributed or reproduced with permission from Sarasin & Partners LLP. Please 
email contact@sarasin.co.uk.
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